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Note card pencil method: I finally, finally, finally, figured out how to stop letting the technology
. . .
 
Some here who've tried so hard to gently help and advise me might be happy to know this: 

I finally figured out how to keep the technology from tripping me up and how to iterate back and forth
between (1) paper-and-pencil writing and (2) typing.

Oh my laaaaaawd did it take me YEARS to figure this out. 

I finally get what many of you here were trying to say. Thank you for trying, and trying to gently tell
me. That was important, because often I was feeling disheartened when posting about writing
struggles, and I had a lot of hope invested in the technology-related attempts I was making because I
was scared to do too much work outside of the computer (has NEVER worked in the past for me). Rude
KITAs about this would have shut me down and run me away from PhinisheD. So, again, thanks for the
gentleness in your advice/communication: It still got the information to me and planted seeds but didn't
shut me down or make me feel too judged (about desperately hoping in technology-based fixes).

And based on that alone I can fully say, what a WONDERFUL community is PhinisheD. Very
safe. Very, very safe. :) ;)
Just in case this helps others, I'll expound.

#1: 
Technology can "domesticate you" and keep you from progressing. See, for example, this article:
http://thesiswhisperer.com/2011/01/1...sticating-you/.

#2: 
It's not always easy to know whether you should abandon a technological technique for another
technological one or . . . or momentarily abandon technology and go for paper-and-pencil.

#3: 
I am paper-and-pencil averse, so when technology gets in the way, I have a hard, hard time.

#4: 
Somehow miraculously I today discovered a technique that allows me to use paper-and-pencil writing
to my advantage to help me type. The philosophy behind what I do is a combination of the 

(1) "Don't hack your way through your writing, but instead plan in advance what you will
say" advice and

(2) "Once you draft a paragraph, just stop and hone it until it sounds right. Don't do the
alternative, which is to create a long sequence of not-good paragraphs that you then later
have to edit as a string at a later time when you likely have forgotten the gist of and lost
the momentum behind conveying what you were trying to convey" advice
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Basically, what I'm doing is taking a 4 x 6 note card, and at the top of the unlined side of the note card
writing "Pt: ____________________" (fill in the blank with the point the paragraph I'm planning will
make). Then at the bottom I jot notes about how to make the point. Then I flip the note card over and
write a very rough, not-interrupting-myself-with-too-much-editing version of the paragraph. I cross
stuff out and make more notes on these rough version of the paragraph. And then once I feel it's
annotated enough such that I can type out a very good draft of the paragraph, I open up Scrivener
and type in the paragraph.

One benefit of this is that I don't do all this thinking-writing on the computer, cluttering up files.
Another benefit is that paragraphs are written HONED before another is started (no creation of a long
string of unhoned paragraphs to later have to tackle).

Here are some pictures.
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Okay. Just had to share just in case this encourages any struggling, paper-and-pencil averse writer
struggling with technology a bit, too. This is a serious breakthrough for me. Now, to finish the draft so
that as a reward I can turn this PhinisheD post into my next blog post. ;)

Blessings, all! :love:

Remember: Victory is pending. Just keep swimming, just keep swimming . . . (see
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CmyUkm2qlhA).

Z

komodo 7th April 2013 12:02 AM

I love this! Thanks for posting (as always) Z!

blackkoffeeblues 7th April 2013 1:30 AM

Yes! Use all the tools at your disposal, even the lowly pencil!

Kestrel 7th April 2013 11:10 AM

yay Z! 

I'm glad you made the connection that all the technology and software in the world will only help you
once you already have the idea figured out. The figuring out part happens in your head.... (Where you
have the most sophisticated software available).... And until that part is sorted out, technology can
get in the way more than you realize.

:)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CmyUkm2qlhA)
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Etudiante 7th April 2013 11:24 AM

Great!! There are only two ways I can ever write - 
First, on paper and pen. 
Second, on a MS word blank document.

Nothing else works as beautifully for me than these two. To be honest, though, I've never even had to
try anything else :) 

Hope the progress continues!xx

eatingganesh 7th April 2013 12:26 PM

Brilliant Z... I am going to try this.

On a related note, I found myself giving an impromptu mini lecture to my students about basic
paragraph structure. It jogged my head loose a bit to remind myself that a paragraph has a minimum of
5 sentences and 5 parts.

1. An Introductory/transitional sentence
2. A topic sentence
3. A thesis sentence
4. An argument/evidentiary sentence
5. A concluding sentence

When I remind myself to think in these basic terms, paragraphs explode from my mind. The trick is to
know what the topic is of each paragraph before you sit down to write it. Planning becomes key. And
that reminded me of the proper use of outlines: each main bullet point in an outline should translate
into a topic sentence for its own paragraph. When I outline, as I imagine you all do as well, I tend to
include subordinate details that become the remainder of the paragraph's parts. So jetting out a
paragraph - and focussing on one paragraph at a time - becomes pretty dang easy if you have an
outline (aka a well thought out plan).

Why oh why I forget these basic rules of structure when it comes to diss writing is beyond me.

eatingganesh 7th April 2013 12:28 PM

Btw I have to say. Your handwriting is just beautiful! :)

Z_EverBlossoming 7th April 2013 3:42 PM

More pics (showing section outlining cards + parag planning cards); and an awesome book
about eg's post
 

Quote:

Originally Posted by eatingganesh (Post 679475)
Brilliant Z... I am going to try this.
On a related note, I found myself giving an impromptu mini lecture to my students about basic
paragraph structure. It jogged my head loose a bit to remind myself that a paragraph has a
minimum of 5 sentences and 5 parts.
1. An Introductory/transitional sentence
2. A topic sentence
3. A thesis sentence
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4. An argument/evidentiary sentence
5. A concluding sentence
When I remind myself to think in these basic terms, paragraphs explode from my mind. The trick
is to know what the topic is of each paragraph before you sit down to write it. Planning becomes
key. And that reminded me of the proper use of outlines: each main bullet point in an outline
should translate into a topic sentence for its own paragraph. When I outline, as I imagine you all
do as well, I tend to include subordinate details that become the remainder of the paragraph's
parts. So jetting out a paragraph - and focussing on one paragraph at a time - becomes pretty

dang easy if you have an outline (aka a well thought out plan).

Why oh why I forget these basic rules of structure when it comes to diss writing is beyond me.

Great minds think alike, eg?

I am near out of white 4x6 -inch notecards, which ends up being cool because I am now using my
colorful ones to do all section outlines on green note cards, and the related paragraph planning on
yellow note cards.

Below are illustrative pics. It's nice having the outline right next to the paragraph-planning cards.
It's nice being able to just leave the section-outline-cards there while I'm constantly switching
out paragraph-planning-cards as I progress down the section outline. I'm loving this!!! 
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And . . . 

Ooooooooooo, EG! There is a FANTASTIC book about what a paragraph DOES and thus IS that
beautifully explains and illustrates and teaches much of what you said above. This book talks about, for
example, paragraphs which have topic sentences equaling their thesis sentences (so-to-speak) and
what the differential effect of that is, and so on and so on and so on. The book demonstartes with a ton
of very awesome examples how that writers often trip readers up by, for one example, placing a thesis
sentence in hard-for-the-reader-to-prioritize places in a paragraph.

The book is a bit pricey, but this book IMHO is worth its weight in gold just about. I mention it a lot: It's
Gopen's "The Sense of Structure: Writing from the Reader's Perspective." Amazon url is here:
http://www.amazon.com/Sense-Structur.../dp/0205296327.
Beautiful handwriting? Whaaaa? (Shy, somewhat-worried, diffident half-smile)

OMG, eg! LOL! That's my hurried chicken-scratch -type handwriting. I woke up this morning thinking: "I
hadn't been planning to share the note cards publicly or anything. And then I ended up putting onto the
Internet that terrible handwriting, and it's associated with me . . . and it's there forever now!" Then I
shrugged and thought, "Oh, well. If it helps ANYBODY (including myself, as a reminder), that's the main
thing."

All that to say . . . . thank you for reassuring me that it's not too terrible. :p

Part of my aversion to paper-and-pencil is how hard it is to read my own chicken scratch!!! LOL! Plus,
it's just so much slower than typing, and I get anxiety about working at such a slow pace. But, but, but
. . . as I have discovered . . . so much time is saved in the long run because paragraphs are HONED

http://www.amazon.com/Sense-Structure-Writing-Readers-Perspective/dp/0205296327
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when typed, with this process. That saves a ton of rewriting time . . . and re-reading time . . . and re-
thinking and re-planning and editing time . . .

Well, I need to figure out what to do next. I'm here at my first Dissertation Boot Camp, sponsored by
uni, and I have to say this is really excellent. Feeling grateful and encouraged. Feeling a little scared
about the restart-up of "real life" and all on Monday. Please send prayers and vibes!!!

Blessings, everyone! :sunny:

:love:

Z

cobweb12 8th April 2013 10:37 AM

Hey Z - well done for having another breakthrough.
And for posting your final method to help struggling phriends.
It just helps you breathe so much easier when you find something that works, doesn't it?
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(well done on the bootcamping also)

There are other advantages to paper and pen aswell -

1) having to put things on a small space sometimes helps you focus, in a way that whole blank screen
just can't.
2) carrying a pencil sharpener is far less hassle than carrying a power supply.

and most importantly 3) you can eat cake in a cafe, or sit on the beach, or work in the pub without
carrying tons of stuff there, So working somewhere nice becomes a proper option.

However, just in case you find you want to mingle your notecards with technology - have you had a
play with SCRIVENER?

I highly recommend it as it lets you work on a book length project in a number of ways - one of which
is notecards and summaries (with notice board function for playing with your layout without having to
do vast cut and paste exercises and create a million small files).

I suggest having a play - but not now, keep going with whats working til you have one of those days
where you don't really want to work but feel like you should be productive in some way :) 

Cobweb

Z_EverBlossoming 8th April 2013 10:52 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by cobweb12 (Post 679602)
However, just in case you find you want to mingle your notecards with technology - have you
had a play with SCRIVENER?
I highly recommend it as it lets you work on a book length project in a number of ways - one of
which is notecards and summaries (with notice board function for playing with your layout
without having to do vast cut and paste exercises and create a million small files).
I suggest having a play - but not now, keep going with whats working til you have one of those
days where you don't really want to work but feel like you should be productive in some way :) 
Cobweb

:laughfit:
LMBO, cobweb!!! I am probably one of THE BIGGEST fangirls of Scrivener LIVING. 
I'm laughing because it is funny to me to think of a PhinisheD person not viewing me as a Scrivener
afficionado if not flatout fangirl, and I found your tip, from that (crazy) perspective, very sweet, cute,
and guffaw-worthy. I have to remember that "knowing" or "knowing of" someone via a forum is not like
this: I post often enough about Scrivener that I imagine the eyes of people here just gloss over when
they realize I'm doing it yet again. "Knowing" or "talking with" someone doesn't mean you know the gist
of their old, old, random posts. Sheesh! That would be crazy. 

:thinking: Tangent: Research question: "What does it mean to 'know' or 'know of' someone via a
forum?" :p

Anyhoo, I am eeeeeeeever finding new researchy-writery methods to capitalize upon Scrivener more
and more . . . and more . . .
and more! LOL!

And . . . 
In my initial post for this thread, just so readers know, I did mention Scrivener as part of the "iterating-
back-and-forth-between-technology-and-paper-and-pencil" technique. I had written:

"Basically, what I'm doing is taking a 4 x 6 note card, and at the top of the unlined side of
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the note card writing "Pt: ____________________" (fill in the blank with the point the
paragraph I'm planning will make). Then at the bottom I jot notes about how to make the
point. Then I flip the note card over and write a very rough, not-interrupting-myself-with-
too-much-editing version of the paragraph. I cross stuff out and make more notes on these
rough version of the paragraph. And then once I feel it's annotated enough such that I
can type out a very good draft of the paragraph, I open up Scrivener and type in the
paragraph."

I know the importance and responsibility in skimming or quickly reading long forum posts because SOME
PEOPLE :rolleyes: (who me?) write a bit ;). Wanted you to know, though, that yessssss: We're vibing
on the Scrivener addition to this strategy. :) :love:

If you look at my laptop in the photos, you'll notice that Scrivener is up!!! :D :p 

Cobweb, thank you so much for caring enough to take the time to mention Scrivener to me since you
didn't know I'm a Scrivener user, and thank you for looking after me by advising me on how to gently
step into it. 

PhinisheD people are the greatest. That's just a fact. :love:

Yours,

Z

P.S. Musing: Do I mention Scrivener in my PhinisheD signature still? I've changed it so many times.
Hmm. Let me remedy that right now!

cobweb12 8th April 2013 11:59 AM

have you tried air?
 
hee hee hee.
Yep, thats the fun of forums - an odd, nice level of involvement but so easy to miss things.:o 
Whats sad is that I probably have noticed your mentions of Scrivener before but my swiss cheese brain
likes to forget information at the most innappropriate moments. Found myself unable to remember the
terms 'memory stick' and 'usb' the other day while talking to a student about backing up work - saying
'you know, the little thing you stick in your computer' does not help my genius status at college.
Shall I point out more obvious stuff: 
Have you tried air? its really good for helping you breathe.
Food! Cobweb's brilliant new-fangled way to stay alive.

i love the term new-fangled - is that a british thing?

eatingganesh 8th April 2013 2:26 PM

hahaha that made me laugh too (since Z was the one who turned me onto to Scriv)!!! LOL

eatingganesh 8th April 2013 2:26 PM

Cobby.... that's called "academentia" round these parts!

Mightywill 8th April 2013 3:38 PM

Z_ever, your post is fantastic! 
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We're synchronized because after reading Demystifying the Dissertation process, I went back to
pen/paper.

I also went back to word and just use place holders.

The use of [PLACEHOLDER] has been the most stress alleviating approach to my PhD.

Essentially, I allow myself not to write a sophisticated paragraph at a given time, but still take into
account the paragraph's main point or just title in my thinking and outlining process.

I also use headings using style in word and generate a TOC (table of content) that gets automatically
updated when I change the headings. This too gives me room to write whatever heading and know that
I can easily change it and update it later.

Vibes for not letting technology take over.

You have shown on Phinished that you write and think brilliantly.

For sure, you will get to your goal!

Local time is 4:52 PM
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